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Set your strategy
Expected impacts you want to achieve

1. Exploitation Strategy

2. Dissemination Strategy

Commercial? Non-

commercial? Follow-up

Protection of project 

results; Manage onwership 

and access to knowledge

Knowledge Management Data Management

Range of tools and channels; 

Communication

Delivery of the expected impacts



What is Exploitation?



Exploitation of the results (either directly or indirectly) by:

a. Using them in further research activities (outside the action)

b. Developing, creating or marketing a product or process

c. Creating and providing a service

d. Using them in standardisation activities.

Exploitation = Use of results

Is that a legal obligation coming from the Grant 

Agreement you sign as a beneficiary?



Each beneficiary must – up to ? years after the end of the project – take measures 

aiming to ensure exploitation of its results (either directly or indirectly) by:

a. Using them in further research activities (outside the action)

b. Developing, creating or marketing a product or process

c. Creating and providing a service

d. Using them in standardisation activities.

Best effort obligation: the beneficiaries must be proactive and take specific measures 

to ensure that their results are used (to the extent possible and justified)

Art. 28 of the 
Model Grant Agreement



Each beneficiary must – up to four years after the end of the project – take 

measures aiming to ensure exploitation of its results (either directly or indirectly) by:

a. Using them in further research activities (outside the action)

b. Developing, creating or marketing a product or process

c. Creating and providing a service

d. Using them in standardisation activities.

Best effort obligation: the beneficiaries must be proactive and take specific measures 

to ensure that their results are used (to the extent possible and justified)

Art. 28 of the 
Model Grant Agreement



Approaching Exploitation



Proposal Part B
Section 2.2: Measures to maximise impact

a. Dissemination and exploitation of results

Project 

Results

Innovation

Exploitation = Use

Expected 

Impact

You need to list the exploitable results knowing what benefits their use will generate



Results, Assets = IP 
(Intellectual Property)

• Invention

• Software

• Report

• ??

• ??

• ??

• ??

• ??

• …

Can you list any other?



Results, Assets = IP 
(Intellectual Property)

• Invention

• Software

• Report

• Design

• Database

• Book

• Work of art

• Video

• Roadmap

• …



Writing Exploitation



Project 

Results

Who will use them?

For what purpose?

How innovative are they?

How are they improving 

partners’ competitiveness?

What is going to happen to 

them after the end of EU 

funding?

Expected 

impacts

From Impact to Exploitation:
A Roadmap



Project 

Results

Who will use them?

For what purpose?

How innovative are they?

How are they improving 

partners’ competitiveness?

What is going to happen to 

them after the end of EU 

funding?

Expected 

impacts



Value-Chain/Stakeholder map
Topic SU-DRS01-2018-2019-
2020: 

Human factors, and social, 
societal, and organisational 
aspects for disaster-resilient 
societies 

Policy-makers

Research 

Community

• Risk analyis

• Crisis management

• Disaster resilience

• Human geography

• Psychology

• Ethnography

• Culture/Media

Operative Actors

• First responders

• Relevant authorities

• Local government

• Security Practitioners

CSOs

Technology providers

Local Communities

General publicMedia/Press

Methods, Knowledge



• Identify for whom the results would be relevant and beneficial, responding 
to their needs (who wants them, who will use them)

• How are you going to interact with them?

▪ Partner

▪ Part of an “End-User Board”

▪ Advisor

▪ External participant in specific activities

• Consider the full range of potential users and uses: research, commercial, 
investment, social, environmental, policy-making, setting standards, skills 
and educational training, and across the supply and the value chain

→ Link with the Dissemination and Communication Strategy

Potential users



• How are those groups of people going to use 
your new product/service/
solution/knowledge?

• What are the needs you meet?

• What is the benefit for them?

• Keep in mind the expected impact!

Purpose and Benefits
• SOCIETAL, 

• RESEARCH, 

• ENVIRONMENTAL, 

• TECHNICAL, 

• EDUCATIONAL, 

• ETC.

• AS WELL AS FINANCIAL=

COMMERCIAL

THE BENEFIT CAN BE 



Target group assessment THE BENEFIT CAN BE 



How about innovation?



• Do you meet any specific need of any specific end-user with this 
innovation?

• Why is your (new) solution better than any other existing one?        
Why would the users choose to try/test/use your solution? 

• Is your innovation also a social innovation? How so?

• Social innovation: something that affectscitizens’ every-day life. 
It can be a collaboration model and boost citizens’ engagement.

• Discuss scientific and technological innovation:

• Innovation can be based on new products or services as well as:

• technologies and tools; 

• processes, procedures and methodologies; 

• improved networking, collaboration, synergies.

Types of innovation 

in a project Open

Disruptive

Breakthrough

Social

Sustainable



• Consider innovation potential with:

• State-of-the-art analysis (SOTA)

• Identifying research competitors and market competitors

• Searching for standards

• Patent search

• Checking existing IP & IPR within the consortium and third 

parties

• Market factors analysis (e.g. freedom to operate, size, 

segmentation, distribution, growth, etc.)

• Decide on: 

• Technology Readiness Level – start and end level

• Position your project in the value and supply chain

Innovation potential
Assess the market



Academia

• Publications

• Conference 
proceedings

Industry

•Patents

•Standards

•Market research 
papers

•Yearly reports, 
events, exhibitions

Influencers

• Policy papers

• White papers
State of the art:

• Technology

• Market

• Knowledge

• Policy

Key players:

• Competitors?

• Partners?

https://patentscope.wipo.int; 

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/

https://www.cencenelec.eu/research/tools/Horizon2020

https://patentscope.wipo.int/
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/


Assess innovation capacity

• Organisational innovation capacity refers to a single organisation’s capability to 

produce and exploit new products, services, systems or processes over periods of time.

• For a H2020/HEU project consider the capacity on consortium level to:

• use multiple external sources besides the internally available to drive innovation;

• learn and use scientific, technological or other knowledge that exists outside of the

project BUT capture also all internally developed ideas in the project

• exploit, transform and commercialise the results/knowledge generated

• create strong connections and cultivate co-operative connections 



Exploitation Management Innovation Management

It focuses on results level Overall management

It can include IPR Management
It includes exploitation management and 

IP management 

It can include enhancing the innovation 

capacity

It includes identifying the innovation 

potential



Project 

Results

Who will use them?

For what purpose?

How innovative are they?

How are they improving 

partners’ competitiveness?

Expected 

impacts

What is going to happen to 

them after the end of EU 

funding?



Exploitation routes



Exploitation route examples (New 
research project)



Exploitation route examples (Policy 
recommendations)



Exploitation route examples 
(Education/training)



Exploitation route examples 



Exploitation route examples (Licenses)



Exploitation route examples (Setting up 
a new business)



Exploitable result Partners 

involved

Exploitation route IPR 

(protection)

End-users Timeframe

Enzyme cocktails 

for …

XY Production, application 

and distribution of 

enzyme cocktails among…

Patent 

application

Municipalities and 

waste managers

6-12 M post 

project

Stakeholder 

platform

ZC Licencing to users Copyrighted 

code

Waste managers, 

producers, etc.

1-2 years post 

project

Methodology for 

process 

optimization and 

scale up of 

biological processes 

ZY Set-up of open 

infrastructure to produce 

novel bioproducts

n.a. BioTech

Companies, other 

RTO’s and Univ

End of project

Integrated process 

model

XC Engineering services for 

projects and comapnies

n.a Bio-based 

industries

1 year post 

project

Optimisation of 

characterization 

methods 

SR To be used internally Industrial 

secret

SR End of project



Present a market analysis:

• Company

• C...?

• C…?

• C…?

• C...?

Present a business plan

• Credible

• Specific

• Quantitative as much as possible

Market uptake

Especially relevant for 

Innovation Actions



Present a market analysis:

• Company

• Customer

• Competitors

• Collaborators

• Context

Present a business plan

• Credible

• Specific

• Quantitative as much as possible

Market uptake

Especially relevant for 

Innovation Actions



Partnerships Key Activities

Resources

Value 

Proposition

Customer 

relationships

Channels

Customer 

segments

Costs Revenues

What problem do 

you solve? What 

need do you 

satisfy?

Who are your 

customers? 

Geographics, 

demographics, 

social 

characteristics.

Create an 

“archeotype”
How does your 

product go from 

you to the 

customers?

How do you get, 

keep and grow my 

customers?

How are you going to make money?

(not the pricing, but the strategies!)

What assets do 

you need?

What are you 

acquiring from 

partnerships? 

What key 

activities do they 

perform? These 

may change in 

time!

What do you need to 

do in order to make 

your business work?

What costs do you incur to operate the model?

(not the numbers, but the structure)





Business case





• Include plans for activities to be carried out 
after the end of the project

• Be realistic – find an agreement with 
partners

• Consider the possible follow-up of your 
project

• Need additional funding? Consider potential 
links and synergies with other funding sources 
(e.g. European Structural and Investment 
Funds, EIF, etc.)

Sustainability mechanisms



Project 

Results

Who will use them?

For what purpose?

How innovative are they?

What is going to happen to 

them after the end of EU 

funding?

Expected 

impacts

How are they 

improving partners’ 

competitiveness?



• Why have your partners accepted to be in the proposal?

• What’s in it for them?

• What are the key results of interest for them?

Individual exploitation plans



Licensing



Open-source vs Free software vs 
Freeware

Picture source: 

https://moqod.com/2019/09/

23/understanding-open-

source-and-free-software-

licensing/



Copyright vs Copyleft vs Permissive 
vs Creative Common

Picture source: 

https://moqod.com/2019/09/

23/understanding-open-

source-and-free-software-

licensing/



Source: 

https://www.researchga

te.net/figure/Ranking-

of-FOSS-licenses-degree-

of-Openness-based-on-

CC-

elements_tbl2_22058788

3

Open-source licenses



Creative Commons

• Combination of three layers

• Different than Open- source licenses- however 

more versatile.

Source: George Washington 

University and Creative Commons



Evaluator’s perspective



How is exploitation 
Evaluated?

• Quality of the proposed measures to: 

• Exploit and disseminate the project results 

(including management of IPR), and to manage 

research data where relevant.



How is exploitation 
Evaluated?

• Please assess the quality of the draft Plan for Exploitation and Dissemination of the project 

results (PEDR) with respect to the specific measures to be implemented both during and 

after the end of the project

• Is a business plan included? Is that properly considering the competition, pricing, revenue 

streams and financial forecasts? Is this plan realistic?

• If applicable, is the strategy for the management of the IPR appropriate? Does it describe 

the main background IPR needed to carry out the project, its ownership and accessibility, 

authorisation to use Third Party rights, and the ownership principles that will govern the 

project results?



What are evaluators
Looking for?

• Quantitative indicators with credible justification – that your project 

will generate the necessary outputs and outcomes

• Specific figures, tailored plans

• New knowledge/innovation responding to specific end-user/societal 

needs

• Specific exploitation routes per partner

• Specific tasks and structures for exploitation and IPR management

• Measures to enhance wider uptake of results

• Extrapolation of impact to EU/global level

• Sustainability considerations

• Consideration of the entire supply/value chain



Legal considerations



You want to convince an organisation to join your consortium, 

but that organisation may already be in a competitive proposal

What would you do if….

You provide documents proving that your consortium is more 

competitive and has higher success chances

You ask the organisation to sign a non-disclosure agreement before 

sharing any relevant information

You invite the organisation on board as nothing restricts them from 

being a partner in two competing consortia

a.

b.

c.



• Define what constitutes confidential 

information

• Describe rules on communication, 

sharing information, confidentiality 

etc. (including scope and duration)

• Include restrictions on using 

confidential information and 

disclosing it

• Define penalties for breach of 

confidential obligations

Non-disclosure 

agreement



You want to ensure partners are on the same page as to who 

develops and owns what during the project

What would you do if….

The Coordinator has the authority to decide on the distribution of IP-

related rights

The H2020 AMGA defines all rights and obligations relating to IP

You ask your partners to sign a Memorandum of Understanding on 

Background and Results

a.

b.

c.



Provide a preliminary description of:

• Intended results;

• Division of tasks;

• Internal organisation and leadership roles;

• Project budget and distribution of EU funding;

• Rights and obligations related to background 

and results.

Draft Consortium Agreement

Memorandum of 

Understanding 



To take away



In summary: 

1) Analyse your target groups 

2) Generate competitive results that respond to the 

needs of the end-users 

3) maximise the potential impact by implementing 

tailored communication, dissemination and exploitation 

= sustainable impact 

IP Protection

Project Results

Dissemination

Communication

Exploitation

End users (market)
Needs assessment!

Target groups
Including all stakeholders

Profiling: PEDR

New research

Product

Process

Service

Standardisation

Inform

Educate

Engage

Network

Support

&

after the End of the project

Benefits - Impact (make it sustainable!)

within the Duration of the project

Benefits - Outcomes (End-users and target groups)



Thank you for your attention!

Frosina Ilievska

frosina.ilievska@europamedia.org

FOLLOW US!

@EuropaMedia

@FrosinaIlievska
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